IsaMill™
SERVICES AND AFTERMARKET SUPPORT

Glencore Technology’s IsaMills™
have been the backbone of the fine
grinding industry for over 20 years. The
energy efficient and robust technology
has delivered high quality grinding
performance to our clients’ sites, day in,
day out, for years. However to do this
reliably, the mills need to be properly
maintained.
As operators, Glencore Technology has
had firsthand experience of operating and
maintaining IsaMills™ at Glencore sites
around the world. We understand what
operators want out of their mills; they need
high availabilities and low operating cost,
achieved through sound operational and
maintenance practice linked to well planned
and executed shutdowns. What they don’t
want is an unplanned shutdown. Often the
total concentrate of a plant is treated by one

IsaMill™ only – one unplanned shutdown
can shut the whole operation!
Glencore Technology works with IsaMill™
operators and maintainers regularly
– diverse operations that use their
IsaMills™ to produce grind sizes only
several micrometres in size from sulphide
minerals, or much courser applications
such as MIG (mainstream inert grinding)
circuits, treating the very hardest of
chromite host rocks in the platinum
industry. This has given us a unique
insight into our client’s needs, so we can
assist our clients to get the most out of
their operations.
Glencore Technology has expert
technicians, who can visit your site, and
provide a range of services, tailored to suit
your requirements. The services can cover
wear analysis, maintenance practices,

records keeping and even storage and
warehousing advice – an often overlooked
part of the lifecycle of parts. Another key
element of our service offering is training,
whether it is a refresher for experienced
crews, or more detailed for new team
members and contractors. Our aim is to
provide quality advice, promoting high
levels of safety benefiting our client’s
workforce as well as getting the best out
of our technology.
We also offer supervision during the
“one-off” shutdowns that happen once
a year at the most, which, because of
their infrequent nature, can be longer
than they really need to be if not planned
properly. Having our experts on site who
deal with these disruptions regularly,
provide certainty that they will be
completed safely on time.

“We want to work with IsaMill™ maintainers to ensure
they are getting the best out of their mills, we want them
to get the most out of our experience.”
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Services offered by IsaMill™ include the following:
TRAINING

Various levels of training is offered, whether
it is refresher training for experienced
maintainers, or more detailed training for new
starters and contractors.

MAJOR OVERHAULS

Support offered to crews for annual overhauls,
preferably during the shutdown, to provide
certainty that correct safe procedures are
understood and followed, ensuring faultless
restarting.

SPARES MANAGEMENT &
WAREHOUSING

Work with sites to provide sufficient stock
levels to ensure certainty in supply of critical
items. This is particularly important for one
mill operations in remote areas. Also provide
storage and housing advice. Procedures and
training provided to prevent expensive parts
from damage through mismanagement or
poor handling practices. Training also tailored
for warehouse personnel for part identification.

IMIS – I sa M ill ™
INFORMATION SYSTEM

components and predicting replacement times,
minimising downtime. Also enables users to
share common data.

MAINTENANCE RECORDS &
STRATEGIES

Review maintenance records history with site
maintenance personnel and provide input of
further recording if required. Advise of unusual
wear history and actions to minimise it, as
well as review and implement strategies to
maximise availability.

MAINTENANCE AUDITS

Review not only the mill, couplings and motor,
but the surrounding integrated equipment.
Reporting and advice for improvement
provided.

WEAR ADVICE

Inspect wear components from previous
shutdowns and provide feedback on how
it compares to other operations and if any
improvements can be done to improve
component life.

BENCHMARKING

Provide the IMIS tool, a predictive tool
designed for getting the most out of wear

Provide feedback on mills in similar operations
and practices employed to further enhance
operation (where authorisation provided).

SPARE PARTS
Glencore Technology also offers a
complete range of spare parts to
clients. Glencore Technology prides
itself on being able to deliver on time
and to a quality standard.
Tel +61 7 3833 8500
Fax +61 7 3833 8555
service@glencore.com.au

Chile
Tel +56 2 3242 9000
isamill@glencore.com.au

South Africa
Tel +27 82 441 7482
·

www.isamill.com

·

Russia & CIS
Tel +7 968 826 5058
www.glencoretechnology.com
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